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a note against it "In bed." There was the answer. I was
•wondering why he had not used it upon that Saturday afternoon,
and by pure good fortune, happening to look at that diary, I saw
(I think you have seen it, my lord has, and you will see it) that
the only Saturday between the llth and the 22nd was the 15th,
and then he was in bed. When you find one thing after another
turn out in that way in the case, does not it make you hesitate?
There was yet another point being made—c' Buying this stuS on the
llth January, wife does not come home till the 22nd, why did not
you use it? " The man says there was only one Saturday. " Well,
why did not you use it on that Saturday] " And by nothing but
fortune one finds that entered up in the diary is the fact that upon
that day, the day before and the day after, partially he was in
bed. It shows the great danger of accepting things which look to
be quite good arguments when you find they are answered on the
moment purely by good fortune—a thing one might never have
looked at—purely by good fortune the point is answered.
That is what you have, in my submission, all through this
case; all those points which looked as if they had something in
them, taking them one by one (I tried to deal with them as the
evidence came along), one by one they have disappeared. I ventured
to take them on Monday, and I have tried to the best of my humble
ability to deal with them fully and properly. Having done that,
I have, as far as I can, discharged my great responsibility—a re-
sponsibility which, believe me. is a terrible one, which has given
me the greatest anxiety for weeks, and it is now finished, as far
as I am concerned, and that responsibility which I have borne
passes on to you. You have each one of you the responsibility.
It is no use feeling that it is all together, but you, each one of
you, one as much as any other, has from now, from the time
that you have heard the Attorney-General and the time that you
have heard my lord, the responsibility of the future of Major
Armstrong. The time is very near when you will troop out of
this Court to consider your verdict, a verdict which, when you
have determined upon it, will be read by people who merely take
interest in sensations and say " guilty " or " not guilty," and
pass on to the next sensation. But for the friends of Major Arm-
strong it means, I hope, his freedom; for his children the restora-
tion of their father to his home; and for Major Armstrong it means
life.
The Court adjourned.
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